‘’ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR
FURNITURING OF SOME AMBIENTS
AT SPECIAL CENTER KORCE’’

Sofa

Size: 2700mmx900mm (opsional height)

Sofa is made of:
a) Sofa – 3 spots
Sofa is made of strong fabric, fit for office, so that can resist longer.
Specifications are as follows. .
Strong fabric material. Suporting arms should be flat. Inner structure is made of
strong wood and tight sponge.
The color is light grey-blueish color, easy to wash with a zipper all over,double fabric.
Before you start production colors and accessories will be determined by the
responsible person designated by the investor.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Closet nr.1

Size :

Down part.- 1350× 480 ×500 mm
Upper part. - 1350× 300 ×1600 mm

The closet is made of :
Down part
a) 1 box with a top and a bottom and iner storage
b) 3 shelfe lids
Upper part
a) 1 shelve on top of the closet
The closet is simple and with 3 shelves . This kind of closet is fit for the ambient
where is going to be put ,which shape and dimensions are according to the standarts
decided beforehands.
Closet specifications are given as follows.
Shelves are made of melamine material, colored in pana. The inner structure of the
dressing table is made of melamin material 18 mm on the lshelf lids and 16 mm on
the other parts , also in the same color as the cover, the shelfe lids are light grey .
Union of elements made with soldering tip knitting , for more security and well
placed reinforcement metal or plastic angles.The contact of the closet with floor is
made with plastic stoppers and upholstered furniture in case of relocation.
Before you start production colors and accessories will be determined by the
responsible person designated by investitori.
Production, Supply and Installation

Closet nr.2

Size:

Down part.- 2000× 480 ×500 mm
Upper part. - 2000× 300 ×1600 mm

The closet is made of :
Down part
a) 1 box with a top and a bottom and iner storage
b) 4 shelfe lids
Upper part
a) 1 shelve on top of the closet
The closet is simple and with 4 shelves . This kind of closet is fit for the ambient
where is going to be put ,which shape and dimensions are according to the standarts
decided beforehands.
Closet specifications are given as follows.
Shelves are made of melamine material, colored in pana. The inner structure of the
dressing table is made of melamin material 18 mm on the lshelf lids and 16 mm on
the other parts , also in the same color as the cover, the shelfe lids are light grey .
Union of elements made with soldering tip knitting , for more security and well
placed reinforcement metal or plastic angles.The contact of the closet with floor is
made with plastic stoppers and upholstered furniture in case of relocation.
Before you start production colors and accessories will be determined by the
responsible person designated by investitori.
Production, Supply and Installation

Closet

Size:

1350mm × 450 mm × 1800 mm
36000mm x 450 mm x 1800 mm
2250 mm x 450 mm x 1800 mm

Closet is composed of:
a) 12 Box
b) 32 Box
c) 20 Box

Closet is used in wardrobe room.This closet is a storage which shape and dimensions
are according to the standarts decided beforehands.
Specifications are as follows :
Covers are made from melamine material. The internal structure of the material is
melamine and will have the same color with the covers. Union of elements made with
plastic or metal angles and screws. The structure carrying the cupboard is based on
plastic corks for not damage the floor and upholstered furniture in case of relocation.
Color cap will be white, other parts will be near the color of covers. Before you start
production colors and accessories will be determined by the responsible person
designated by the investor.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Chairs

Types : 3

.

Chairs are in 3 types :
a)
b)
c)
d)

Conference chairs
Classroom chairs & dinning chairs for adults
Classroom chairs & dinning chairs for kids
Office chairs

– 58 pieces
– 55 pieces
– 45 pieces
– 2 pieces

Conference chairs are with light gray fabric.
Classroom chairs & dinning chairs are simple, in wood and colored partly with
mustard colour, in two versions , for kids and adults.
Office chairs are on wheels and with beige upholstery
Before you start production colors and accessories will be determined by the
responsible person designated by the investor.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Kitchen

Kitchen is composed of:
a) The lower part
b) The top
Kitchen consists of the lower and upper part, where their specifications are given
as following.
Covers and drawers are made of MDF material, which are coloured, where their
borders are smoothed. The internal structure of the kitchen is melamine material and
shall have the same color with the lidcovers. Union of elements is made with plastic
or metal angles and screws. The structure carrying the lower part of the cuisine is
based on 100 mm plastic legs and covered in the front. The structure of the upper part
will be fixed in the walls. The other element is the kitchen bench with 40 mm
thickness will be dark, to approximate the color of the tiles and make a rupture
contrasts with the color of the covers. Also the isolation and the capturing of the sink
is made with high quality wall mounted equipments, and waterproof plasticine
material for the wall.
The color of the drawer and covers will be shiny cream, the other parts will be colored
as the covers. Before you start production colors and accessories will be determined
by the responsible person designated by the investor.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Round Table

Size :

1000 mm diametri × 750 mm lartesia
1000 mm diametri × 500 mm lartesia

The desk is composed by:
a) Circle top
b) Metallic skeleton
c) Metallic foot
The round table is fit for 5 chairs , as a dinning table or different services ,which
shape and dimensions are according to the standarts decided beforehands.

The top will be in laminated MDF with 32 mm width. The skeleton will be in metallic
elements 30x30 mm. The metallic basement has a diameter of 500 mm. The perimeter
of the top will be chamfered.
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The desk contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes. . This table will be available in 2 versions`, one for kids and one for adults.
The color will be laminate cream. The skeleton will be in grey color. The colors and
accessories will be chosen by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Table T1

Size :

1500 mm x 900 mm × 720 mm
1500 mm x 900 mm × 500 mm

The table is composed from:
a) The top in rectangular shape
b) The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection
This table is for 6 person, for learning. This table will be available in 2 versions`, one
for kids and one for adults. The top will be in 36 mm width, double melamin white
colored..The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection have a wood color.
Specifications are as follows. .
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The table contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes.
The color will be white & wood colored laminate. The colors and accessories will be
chosen by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Table T3

Size: 2000 mm x 900 mm × 500 mm

The table is composed from:
a) The top in rectangular shape
b) The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection
This table is for 8 kids to learn. The top will be in 36 mm width, double melamin
white colored..The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection have a wood
color.
Specifications are as follows. .
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The table contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes.
The color will be white & wood colored laminate. The colors and accessories will be
chosen by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Table T2

Size:

900 mm x 900 mm × 720 mm
900 mm x 900 mm × 500 mm

The table is composed from:
a) The top in rectangular shape
b) The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection
This table is for 2-3 person, for therapy. This table will be available in 2 versions`,
one for kids and one for adults. The top will be in 36 mm width, double melamin
white colored..The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection have a wood
color.
Specifications are as follows. .
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The table contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes.
The color will be white & wood colored laminate. The colors and accessories will be
chosen by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Auditorium table

Size : 2000 mm x 500 mm × 720/750 mm

The table is composed from:
a) The top in rectangular shape with a small angle
b) Under top for storage purposes
c) The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection
The top will be with melamin material white colored,and a small angle as usual
auditorium tables do.The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection have a
white color. This table is fit for the function it has in the suditorium room for the
conferences taking place , which shape and dimensions are according to the standarts
decided beforehands.
Specifications are as follows. .
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The table contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes.
The color will be white colored laminate. The colors and accessories will be chosen
by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Office Table

Size :1300 mm x 600 mm × 720 mm

The desk is composed from:
a) The top in rectangular shape
b) The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection
The top will be in 36 mm width, double melamin wood colored. The front of the top
will be chamfered.The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection have the
same color.
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The desk contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes.
The color will be wood colored laminate. The colors and accessories will be chosen
by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

Head office Table TL

Dim :1200 mm/300mmx 750 mm × 720 mm

The desk is composed from:
a) The top in rectangular shape
b) The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection
c) Drawer mini desk
The top will be in 36 mm width, double melamin wood colored. The front of the top
will be chamfered.The sides with a rectangular perpendicular connection have the
same color.
The connection of elements will be done with invisible accessories. The desk contact
with the floor will be done with plastic tapes to avoid damages from humidity and
strokes.
The color will be wood colored laminate. The colors and accessories will be chosen
by the client authority person.
Manufacturing, Supply and Installation.

